Rotterdam
Kop Van Zuid, Netherlands

Transformation
The transformation of the entire area of Kop Van Zuid has to do not only with a sort of ecological idea called Build and Plant, but also, and much more, indeed, with using a unique chance to create new green lungs of the city by concentrating green surfaces across the Kop van Zuid, and thus improve the climate of all surrounding areas.

Cultural, business, housing, and entertainment parks. With these facilities emerging along the city highway (a big urbanfish), which actually links in such a way certain districts of common importance, we want to make a new model of the city core’s structure.

Landscape
New forms of urban landscape, in which both nature and urban space are equally treated. The concentration of green in the last cases of free space in the city creates the basis for its future ecological transformation.

Public Spares
We have envisaged a number of INTERACTIVE LINK-UPS between the KuZ and some districts, as well as among districts themselves, on a three-levelled intervention:
1. Small scale: residential streets, shops, and important communications
2. Medium scale: public squares, sport facilities, educational and cultural facilities
3. Large scale: universites, media parks, large sport facilities
Introducing Parks, Gardens and Landscape

...which will tomorrow be the city's new landscape

Parks have different usages and architecture, and
an equal manner as the existing metro (lations
principle). There are four basic functions and uses
of green surfaces:

A) Parks
B) Gardens (independent or closely linked with
neighborhoods) that enrich the micropolis
C) Small landscape-styled patches as unique and
unique Kop van Zuid
D) Semiprivate or private gardens that improve
housing and work.

The Linking Of Districts

The highlighting of directions that penetrate the
substance and reach the City only through
signals and metropolitan generics.

Urban implants and a sort of urban stop gap
interaction among districts, make possible their
development and linking with main traffic flows.
where housing prevails, the lack of other centers
for by multifunctional centers.

Each of them is linked/divided by parks and gardens
provide a pleasant climate and freshness.